Methylphenidate reduces abnormalities of stimulus classification in adolescents with attention deficit disorder.
Forty-eight adolescents with attention deficit disorder (ADD) received placebo and methylphenidate (M = 35.21 mg/day) for 3 consecutive weeks each. ADD patients who received placebo in the first phase of treatment were compared with unmedicated normal adolescents. ADD and normal adolescents did not differ in slope of reaction time as a function of memory load in a Sternberg (1969) memory task. These results may be interpreted as reflecting normal rates of memory search in ADD. However, in comparison with normal subjects, ADD subjects made disproportionately more errors to targets and lacked faster latencies of the P3b component of event-related potentials for targets than nontargets. These findings suggest abnormalities in stimulus classification. Methylphenidate did not affect ADD patients' rates of memory search, but it did reduce misclassifications of targets at high memory loads. The drug also evoked the normal pattern of slower P3b latencies for nontargets by shortening latencies for targets. Thus the stimulant reduced ADD adolescents' abnormalities in stimulus classification.